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By Caroline Clemmons

Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Aurora Kathleen O Shaunessy comes by her
flaming auburn hair naturally, and this independent city woman has an inner fire to match. Nothing
stops Aurora--that is, nothing short of a Texas flash flood. This super-organized businesswoman
might be running from the past, but she s using this journey to stop and smell the roses-- or rather
the spring flowers in bloom across the Texas prairie. But beautiful Aurora has attracted the
attention of two unsavory characters stalking her. Rancher Will Harrison rescues her from the
raging waters and she s his guest for the next thirty-six hours. That s long enough for Will to fall
head over heels in major attraction, and he has a hunch she might feel the same. He has a plan to
keep her around until he convinces her to move out of the fast lane and into his life forever. But two
predators have other plans for Aurora. Can Will save her in time? Can Aurora save herself?.
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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